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Tut, tut, Mr Coleman of July! A photon of
visible light has a wavelength?

If it did not bounce back and forth between
and amongst its neighbours it would simply
keep going in a straight line without a wave
length. But then, a photon, being a packet of
energy carried by a bouncing building block
doesn't bounce at all, does it? The building
blocks merely play "pass the parcel", and the
parcel moves linearly if spewed out of a laser,
otherwise it is split up providing the so-called
square-law effect which is pan of an expansion
of a spherical surface.

As I said in my letter of July, it takes one
particle an impossible amount of work to make a
wave. A wave is an integrated effect of a lot of
moving particles. It is hoped that there is not
some mental mix-up here with spin velocity,
which determines the amount of energy within
the particle and thus its relativistic mass, and
thus in turn the gravitational gradient in the
immediate environment of the particle?

I doubt very much indeed whether an indi
vidual photon can remove even a conduction
electron from a metal, at least not in these parts:
its spin velocity would have to be so high that
catastrophe was being approached, somewhere
near the boundary of the universe perhaps? Of
course it takes a wave, an integration of a lot of
bouncing building blocks, and therein lies the
strength of wave mechanics which sadly explain
nothing more than the cause of an effect at the
subjective level of apparency, delightfully
demonstrative of a shallow and superficla!
analysis.
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DIGITAL TAPE CLOCK
The following alternative method for producing
the 'forward' and 'reverse' inputs to the
counter/display section may be of interest.

The two optical sensors are both mounted on
the 'Iength-of-tape' timing disc, with a quarter
cycle 'phase' difference between them, as sim
ply shown in Fig.!. If these sensors' outputs are
fed, suitably buffered, into the circuit of Fig.2,
a 90Hz version of the forward and reverse sig
nals results. This can easily be counted down
with 2 more 74192s .

Also I am unable to understand the buffering
circuitry for the 'Iength-of-tape' opto-coupler. I
would use a circuit like that of Fig.3., with
positive feedback for jitter-free operation.
M. S. Farmiloe
Camberwell
London
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gation C then the formula is:

.!L= C-vl
f2 C- V2

This is a general formula for any two ob
servers, observing the same wave. If one of the
observers is also coincident with the source he
may be conventionally described as the source.
The wavelength which the source would have
produced if it had not been moving is a non
existent parameter, because the source is
moving and at no time does that wavelength
appear even to the observer at the source. Not
only is the propagation velocity constant, but so
is the wavelength. The difference in frequency
is due purely to the fact that the velocities of the
two observers relative to the waves are different.
I claim that this model for water also holds for
sound waves and therefore cannot be the same
for e.m. waves without violating the constant
velocity postulate of relativity.

Mr Hall suggests that the e.m. Doppler equa
tion is only an approximation and should more
accurately be as equation 1. This cannot be so
because the second order terms such as
V2(V2-vl)lc2 cannot be expressed purely in
terms of the relative velocity (vrvl)' If accu
rate measurement did in fact detect such a term
it would also have detected other drift. The
relativistic Doppler equation is supposed to be
accurate even when v is very close to c and the
term it contains is (c-v)/c.

Mr Hall's point about photons, waves and
interference I accept. I'll go away and think
about it.
J. Kennaugh
Callington
Cornwall
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John Wiseman
Hawthorn
Victoria, Australia

It represents a boat on a lake. Waves arc being
generated and are propagating across the lake at
constant velocity. The point of interest is that
there is no way of telling whether the boat is
stationary or is moving, the reason being that
the wavelength is the only observable parameter
and that is unaffected by the velogty of the
boat.

The frequency is the number of waves pass
ing the boa t in unit time. Clearly the faster the
boat moves in the same direction as the waves
the less waves will overtake it in unit time. If
there are two boats travelling across the lake at
different velocities they will experience different
frequencies and if we call the velocity of propa-

AERIALS AT SEA
It is hard to understand the logic of Mr
Benyons' statement (Letters, WW, May, 1983)
that it is "unfair" to look at Soviet ships' aerials
because these ships are "under military
control". I would like to point out that:
• By no means all Soviet bloc ships have
"good" aerials. As General Booth said to the
Salvation Army band, "why should the devil
have all the best tunes?", so why should the
"red peril" have all the best aerials?
• The experience of the Falklands war shows
that British ships are also under "strict military
control". Even Mr Benyon would wish them the
best possible radio communications capability.

Could it be that the USSR has better trained
engineers than we have, not subject to the dollar
veto of penny-pinching shipowners, nor rubber
stamp government supervision?

Mr Benyon correctly perceives that short
aerials lack much radiation resistance, but I
don't sce his 20 foot vaulting pole aerial as being
any "great leap forward", for the following
reasons.

All existing marine transmitters, at 500 kHz,
rely on the aerial to provide the tank circuit
capacitance. The helical whip has none.

Only low driving-point impedance will confer
any benefit. As well as altering all transmitters,
it would be necessary to provide feeders and
matching coils, introducing more losses than
gains. Marine transmitters, unlike their broad
cast counterparts, are free from this extra
paraphenalia at present.

ARRL "antenna book" points out that a ver
tical helical wound aerial of quarter wave electri
cal equivalence, should be a minimum of 0.05
wavelength long. At 600 metres, that comes to
30 metres, so nothing is gained in the area of the
height problem. The same book also relates that
"some helical antennas have acted as Tesla coils
with high power transmitters and have actually
caught fire at the high impedance end"!

Back to the drawing board, Mr Benyon.

ELECTROMAGNETIC
DOPPLER
In the answer to Mr D. Hall (June letters) I
suggest that he studies the following picture.
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